Lunch map in Hongo and Nezu (Saturday)

Legend
- subway station
- restaurant (Japanese)
- restaurant (formal)
- restaurant (casual)
- lunch box store
- lunch box store (sushi)
- convenience store

Campus cafeteria

Japanese (Morikawa)
Italian (UT Cafe BERTHOLLET Rouge)
Sushi (Ginpachi Donburi)
Western (Café Foresta)
Many ramen shops
Japanese (Yayoi-ken)
Italian (Saizeriya)

Lunch map in Hongo and Nezu (Sunday)

Legend
- subway station
- restaurant (Japanese)
- restaurant (formal)
- restaurant (casual)
- lunch box store
- lunch box store (sushi)
- convenience store

Campus cafeteria

Japanese (Morikawa)
Italian (UT Cafe BERTHOLLET Rouge)
Sushi (Ginpachi Donburi)
Western (Café Foresta)
Many ramen shops
Japanese (Yayoi-ken)
Italian (Saizeriya)